


Vandalism is:

• the crime of intentionally damaging property belonging to other 
people 

• any activity that is considered to be damaging or destroying 
something that was good

So…  Vandalism is an hostile behavior aimed to damage or destroy 
public or private property

What is vandalism?



There are many types of vandalism:

• Property damage, such as graffiti, smashed windows, keying a car, 
and defacement directed towards any property without 
permission of the owner.

• Street Signs and Billboards damaged through the use of markers, 
paint, spray paint and other materials.

• Vandalism against nature, such as piromany.

Types of vandalism



• Vandalism is mostly carried out by people from lower socio- economic 
groups, for example, the unemployed or teenagers, which reflect the 
social problem of poor economy, peer pressure and bullying. They are 
usually angry about everything.

• Behavior motivated by a desire to express oneself through the 
degradation of objects as well as a play vandalism for example 
(breaking window panes).

Causes of vandalism



The effects of vandalism can be many, but the most common are:

• Vandalism in public areas affects the image of a street, 
neighborhood, or entire town.

• Through Internet it is possible to damage a person's image and 
reputation.

• Damage other people's objects, the society need to spend a huge 
amount of money to clean and repair those destroyed public 
property.

Effects of vandalism



Classroom windows destroyed



A ruined historical fountain



What can we do as single individuals
to stop vandalism?

• We can report to the police when we see
people doing acts of vandalism

• We can clean the waste after people do 
vandalism



What can we do as a community 
to stop vandalism?

• We can write a post for people to avoid vandalism

• Helping victims who have been vandalized

• We can help vandals to overcome their problem



Constitutional national articles
for acts of vandalism

Art. 639

Anyone committing on real estate, on public or private 
property,  means of transport applies the penalty of 
imprisonment from one to six months or a fine from 300 to 
1,000 euros. If the fact is committed on things of historical or 
artistic interest, the penalty of imprisonment from three
months to one year and a fine from 1,000 to 3,000 euros
applies.



Vandalism in Rome 
On March 14, 2019, some 
vandals set fire to bins in the 
city, near Tiburtina station. 
This is not the first time that it 
has happened in our city. 
More than 600 bins were 
burned. Each bin costs 750 
euros, so the damage is about 
half a million euros. The 
vandals who did it have never 
been arrested.



17 June 2018 a 17-year-old 
tourist was detaching a Roman 
brick fragment from the external
colonnade of the Colosseum, 
but he was surprised by the 
carabinieri (police) who were
carrying out a check operation
in the area of the Flavian
Amphitheater and the Imperial 
Forums.



For the future of our city
stop vandalism!



Thanks for watching!

Lorenzo Martino 

Yifei Zhang 
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